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Let Y be a definite quaternary space over Q having square discriminant. 
We derive an explicit formula for the number of proper classes of maximal 
integral lattices in V. 
Let Y be a quadratic space of dimension four over the field of rational 
numbers Q. Assume that the associated quadratic form q on I/ is non- 
degenerate. The set of lattices in V which are maximal integral with respect 
to q forms a genus of V. Denote the discriminant of this genus by D. 
Let H be the number of proper isometry classes of maximal integral 
lattices in V. If q is an indefinite form, then H = 1 ([9]; see also Section 2, 
Remark 2). The main result of this paper is an explicit formula for H 
(Section 3, (2)) assuming q is definite and D is a square. This formula was 
announced earlier in [14]. It is derived by applying the Selberg trace 
formula in an appropriate manner (cf. Section 6). Our approach is 
motivated by Tamagawa’s successful use of the Selberg trace formula in 
the computation of ideal class numbers [16] and type numbers (unpub- 
lished) of rational quaternion algebras. 
The problem of deriving an analogous formula for H when D is not a 
square is much more difficult. However, if we relax our requirements by 
looking at proper similarity classes ([6], p. 74) and ideal complexes 
([6], p. 87) instead of proper isometry classes and genera, then the corre- 
sponding problem of determining the number of proper similarity classes 
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in the ideal complex having “reduced” discriminant D is considerably more 
manageable (cf. [I 31). A treatment of the non-square discriminant case will 
appear in a sequel to this paper. 
NOTATION 
As usual, Q, Q, , R are the fields of rational numbers, p-adic numbers 
and real numbers, respectively; Z, Z, are the rings of rational integers and 
p-adic integers, respectively. The following notation will also be frequently 
used: 
KX: the multiplicative group of a field K. 
‘$Xx: the multiplicative group of a quaternion algebra 2I. 
) 0 1: the order of a group 0. 
[Q : $1: the index of a subgroup $ in a group 0. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let V be a quadratic space of dimension four over Q. Let q: V-+ Q be 
the quadratic form defined on V. The symmetric bilinear form B associated 
to q is defined by: 
B(x, v> = q@ + v> - q(x) - q(y), x, y E v. 
We assume that B is non-degenerate. The orthogonal group of V will be 
denoted by O(V) and the proper orthogonal group by O+(V). For each 
finite prime p put V, = V @o Q,; set V, = V @o R. Then, by homoge- 
neity, the form q can be uniquely extended to a quadratic form on V, 
for each prime p (finite or infinite). The corresponding orthogonal and 
proper orthogonal groups will be denoted by 0( VP) and 0+( I’,>, resp. 
A Zattice L in V is a finite Z-submodule of V having rank four. If L is a 
lattice in V, then its discriminant D(L) is defined by: D(L) = de@&, x&l, 
i,j = 1,2,3,4, where {xi) is a Z-basis of L. The class of D(L) in QX/(Qx)a 
is the usual discriminant of the quadratic form q. We denote by O(L) the 
group of orthogonal transformations leaving the lattice L fixed and put 
O+(L) = O(L) n O+(V). Two lattices L, M are in the same class if 
aL = M for some u E 0( I’). If u can be chosen from O+(V), then L, M are 
said to be in the same proper class. 
A lattice in V,, , p a finite prime, is a finite Z,-submodule of V, having 
rank four. If L is a lattice in V, then L, = L & Z, is a lattice in V, for 
each finite prime p. Two lattices L, M in V are in the same genus if for 
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every finite p there is a u2, E O(V,) such that a,L, = M, . Each genus 
decomposes into a finite number of proper classes ([1 I], p. 309). There is 
no distinct notion of proper genus, since L, always has an automorphism 
which is an improper orthogonal transformation ([l 11, p. 241). 
A lattice L in Y is said to be integral if 4 assumes only integer values 
on L. An integral lattice is maximal integral if it is not properly contained 
in another integral lattice. It is known that the set of maximal integral 
lattices forms a genus of V ([ll], p. 240). We denote the discriminant of 
this genus by D and the number of proper classes in it by H. 
Suppose 4 is not negative definite and its discriminant is square. Then 
a well-known result from the theory of Clifford algebras (cf. [2], p. 159, 
716d)) permits us to say the following: 
(A) The quadratic space V is isometric to a quaternion algebra ‘$I, the 
quadratic form on 2l being its (reduced) norm form N. 
(B) The proper orthogonal transformations of % are all the mappings 
of the form 5 H 01&?-~, where 01, /3 E 2IX and N(a) = N@) (cf. [12], p. 295). 
In view of (A), we may assume, without loss of generality, that V = 9I, 
a rational quaternion algebra (i.e. a quaternion algebra over Q) and q = N, 
the norm form of 2I. 
2. RATIONAL QUATERNION ALGEBRAS 
Let 2I be a rational quaternion algebra. Then 9I has a basis { 1, h, TV, V} 
satisfying the relations: X2 = a, p2 = b, X~L = v = --PA, where a, b E QX. 
In terms of this basis, the canonical involution * of 2I is given by 
(x+yx+zp+wv)* =x-yyx-z/L-WV, x, Y, z, w E Q. 
The trace mapping T and norm mapping N of ‘?I are defined by: T(Lx) = 
a + a*, N(a) = cm* = 01*01, 01 E Cu. If a: is not rational, its minimal 
polynomial over Q is X2 + T(ol)X + N(a). 
Take a, b as above and let (a, b), be the norm residue symbol at p. Then 
the quaternion algebra 21z, is split if and only if (a, b), = 1, the latter 
being true for almost all primes p. The finite primes p for which 21u, is 
split will be called the split primes of ‘$I. The remaining finite primes 
p1 ,..., pe will be called the nonspkt primes of ‘K By the product formula 
for the norm residue symbol, e is odd if 2I is definite but e is even if ‘?X is 
indefinite. Furthermore, by the Hasse principle, for each finite set of non- 
archimedean primes {pl ,..., p,} there exists a unique rational quaternion 
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algebra (up to Q-isomorphism) whose nonsplit primes are p1 ,...,pe . In 
this manner we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between rational 
quaternion algebras and finite sets of non-archimedean primes of Q. 
We recall that an order JJ of 2I is a lattice in ‘52X which is at the same time 
a subring of ‘% containing the identity. Orders in &, , p a finite prime, are 
defined analogously. If X2 is an order of Yl, then 52, is an order of 211, for 
each finite prime p. Maximal orders are of particular interest from an 
arithmetic point of view. CIearIy, an order Sz of CLI is maximal if and only if 
In, is maximal for each finite prime p. Two maximal orders of ‘$I need not 
be isomorphic. Nevertheless, the number of isomorphism classes of 
maximal orders is known to be finite. In fact, this can easily be deduced 
from the finiteness of H (cf. Remark 2). Orders which are isomorphic are 
also said to be of the same type. Accordingly, the number of isomorphism 
classes of maximal orders of ‘3 is called the type number of ‘3 and is 
denoted by t. Since every automorphism of ‘3 is an inner automorphism, 
t may also be defined as the number of conjugacy classes of maximal orders 
of 9X. 
In contrast to the preceding remarks for 9X, the description of the 
maximal orders of 2$ is extremely simple. If p is a split prime, then all 
maximal orders of 21z, are conjugate, each being Z,-isomorphic to M,(Z,). 
If p is nonsplit, then ‘3&, has a unique maximal order 
From this local description of maximal orders we easily deduce that every 
maximal order of ‘3 is a maximal integral lattice. In particular, D is just 
the usual discriminant of the quaternion algebra 2X. Hence D = (pl ... p,)“, 
where p1 ,...,pe are the nonsplit primes of !B ([4], p. 87). Combining this 
with earlier remarks, we see that the quaternary spaces over Q with square 
discriminant are completely classified by D. We can rightfully expect any 
formula for H to depend only on D. It will be convenient to write d = 
Pl . ..p.,sothatD =d2. 
We recall that the product LA4 of two lattices L, M in ‘% is the lattice 
generated by all the products hp, where h E L, p E M. Let us fix a maximal 
order D of ‘3. A left ideal of 52 is a lattice I satisfying: QI = I. A right 
ideal of 52 is a lattice J satisfying: Jf2 = J. Two left ideals I, I’ of r;;! are 
in the same ideal class if I’ = lol for some (II E ‘%X. It is well known that 
the number of ideal classes of left ideals of 52 is finite ([4], p. 90). Further- 
more, if we define the corresponding notion of ideal class for right ideals 
of Sz, then the number of left ideal classes is the same as the number of 
right ideal classes and this number is independent of the choice of maximal 
order fz. We call this number the ideal ekzss number of ‘3 and denote it by h. 
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If ‘u is indefinite, then h = 1 ([IO]). If ‘8 is definite, then h can be evaluated 
by means of the following formula due to Eichler [7] 
where q% is the usual Euler function and 
symbols. 
are Kronecker 
The definitions of left and right ideals for maximal orders of 2I, are 
formally the same as those for maximal orders of 2l. However, the notion 
of ideal class becomes trivial for ‘LI, , since all ideals of maximal orders 
of 211, are principal. More precisely, if Z, is a left ideal of the maximal 
order Qz, and if J, is a right ideal of Sz, ) then there exist C+, /3, E BIDX 
such that I, = Q,ol, , J, = /3,Q, ([4], p. 100). Ifp is nonsplit, then we can 
say even more. In that case the maximal order Q, has a unique prime ideal 
9 which is two-sided and principal and every ideal of Q, is a power of 9. 
Given a lattice L in 2l, put Sz, = {a E 2I ) olL C L}, Sz, = (LX E PI ) LCY C L). 
We call 12, the left order of L and Q, the right order of L. Using the fact 
that ideals of local maximal orders are principal, it is easy to see that 
Sz, is a maximal order if and only if Q is. A lattice in 2l is called a normal 
ideal of 2l if its left and right orders are maximal. For each pair 52, i;;! 
of maximal orders there always exists a normal ideal L whose left order 
is 52 and whose right order is Q’, e.g., L = LX?‘. The collection of all 
normal ideals of 2I has the structure of a groupoid. If L, M are normal 
ideals of 2l, then the composition L 0 M is defined to be LM whenever the 
right order of L is the left order of M. The left identity of a normal ideal L 
is its left order and the right identity of L is its right order. The inverse of L 
is given by L-l = {a E ‘2X / LolL C L}. The resulting groupoid of normal 
ideals of 21 is called the Brandt groupoid of ‘?I (cf. [3]). 
DEFINITION. Two normal ideals L, M are said to be equivalent, 
L - M, if there exist a, /3 E 21x such that M = olL/3. 
The preceding definitions of left orders, right orders, normal ideals 
and equivalence of normal ideals can all be imitated for 2I, , where p is 
a finite prime. We have already noted that maximal orders of 21c, are 
conjugate and their ideals are principal. From this it easily follows that 
any two normal ideals of ‘II, are equivalent. 
Remark 1. It is natural to ask whether the set of normal ideal classes 
of ‘2l forms a groupoid in its own right with the obvious definition of 
composition: If 9, JZY are normal ideal classes, then 9 0 .,+Y is defined 
only if there exist L E 9, M E & for which L 0 M is defined; in that case, 
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2 0 A is taken to be the class of L 0 M. For this to be meaningful, we must 
show: If L - L’, M N M’ and L 0 M, L’ 0 M’ are defined, then 
L 0 M N L’ o M’. Indeed, Aeberli claims to prove this in [I] (cf. p, 228). 
Nevertheless, this assertion is false, as will be demonstrated in $7, Remark 2. 
To obtain a groupoid structure one has to adopt a less natural definition 
of equivalence (cf. [3], p. 26). 
If L is a lattice in ‘8, then its norm N(L) is the unique positive number 
which generates the fractional ideal of Q spanned by {N(A) / h EL}. If p 
is a finite prime and L(p) is a lattice of ‘$I, , then N(L(p)) is that power of p 
which generates the fractional ideal of Q, spanned by {N(h,) 1 X, E L(p)}. 
It is clear that N(L) = nBZrn N(L,). The maximal integral lattices of ‘8 
may then be characterized as the normal ideals of ‘$I which have norm 1. 
hOPOSITION 1. H = the number of normal ideal classes of 2l. 
Proof. Let L be a normal ideal. As N represents all positive rationals, 
there is an element OL E VIX such that N(a) = N(L). Then La-l N L and 
N(Lar-l) = 1. Hence every normal ideal class can be represented by a 
maximal integral lattice. Suppose L, M are maximal integral lattices. Then 
L N Mif and only if arLj3 = M for CY, j3 E 9Xx, in which case 1 = N(M) = 
N(~@) = W(or) WI, which means N(a) = &N(/3-1). If N(a) = 
-N@-l) then ‘$I is indefinite. Hence the left order of L contains a unit u 
with N(U) = -1 ([IO], p. 322). It follows that wL/3 = CXL/~ = M and 
N(aru) = N@-l). Applying (B) of Section 1, we see that L - M iff L, M 
are in the same proper class. 
Remark 2. We can use Proposition 1 to obtain the elementary 
inequalities: (i) t2 < H, (ii) H < th. From our subsequent discussion 
(cf. Section 7) we can also obtain (iii) t < h, (iv) h < 2% It is obvious from 
these inequalities that the finiteness of one of the quantities, t, h, H implies 
the finiteness of the other two. Furthermore, (ii) and (iiii) imply that 
H = 1 whenever h = 1. Combining this with Latimer’s theorem [lo], 
we get a direct proof that H = 1 in the indefinite square discriminant case. 
3. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let 2I be a definite quaternion algebra over Q with discriminant 
D = d2, d > 0. Let m be a positive integer. Denote by h(d/--m) the ideal 
class number of the imaginary quadratic field Q( 1/-m). Let h(m) denote 
the number of primes which divide m. In particular, we have X(d) = e. 
Define 6(&%i) to be 1 if X2 + m = 0 is solvable in ‘$I and 0 otherwise. 
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If D is odd, put 
A2 = 2”-16(423) and A, = 2a-A(m)-o(m)8(d\/) h(6) for m > 3, 
where: 
u(m) = -1 if mz3(mod8), 
= 0 if m = 7 (modB), 
=I if mEl(mod4). 
If D is even, put 
& = 2+z(S(d/_1) + S(d/--2)) and A, = 2s-h(m)-o(m)8(~) II(+) 
for m > 2, 
where now: 
u(m) = 1 if m = 2, 3 (mod 4), 
= 2 if m = 1 (mod 4). 
Our main result is summarized in the following: 
THEOREM. 
H = 2-* (h2 + ,,,c,>, 42). (2) 
The quantity h2 appearing in (2) can be evaluated by means of (1). 
Furthermore, the Brauer-Hasse-Noether Theorem can be used to interpret 
the condition S( +Zi) = 1 in terms of Kronecker symbols. If we let d(m) 
denote the discriminant of Q( G), then S( +,G$ = 1 is equivalent to: 
m CA’ 9 - #l, Pi i = l,..., e. 
Using these remarks, we can put (2) into a form like that of (1). 
COROLLARY. Suppose D = p2, where p > 3 is a prime. Then 
H = +(h2 + (2-“(“‘h(G))2). 
A similar formula for the type number was derived by Deuring [5]: 
t = +(h + 2-“‘p’h(G)). 
Eliminating 2-“(@h( 43) from the preceding two formulas, we obtain 
the relation 
H = t2 + (h - t)2. 
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4. NORMALIZERS OF MAXIMAL ORDERS 
For the remainder of the discussion ‘3 is assumed to be definite. Let Sz 
be a maximal order of ‘8. The normalizer %(sZ) of Sz is the group of all 
~11 E ax such that ols2& = G? We denote the unit group of 52 by U(Q). 
Then QxU(@ is clearly a subgroup of g(Q). For each finite prime p the 
normalizer W(.G’,) of Sz, is the group of all CX, E ‘3&X such that (~$,a;~ = 
9, . The unit group of Sz, is denoted by U(G,). By straightforward matrix 
computations, it is easy to verify that ‘$I(&?,) = Q,XU(sZ,) if p is split. If p 
is nonsplit, then obviously %(J2,) = ‘%9X = Q,XU@,) u ~Q~xU(fi,), 
where r is a generator of the prime ideal 9 of !G, . In particular, we have 
[9I(sZ,) : Q,XU(sZ,)] = 2 if p is nonsplit. 
Let AB denote the adele ring of 2I. For each lattice L in 2I put z = 
n,,m L, x ‘3, . Then L is an open subset of Aa and L may be recovered 
from e by means of: e n 9I = L. Conversely, suppose L(p) is a lattice 
in J2, for each finite prime p and IJ19+m L(p) x ‘?I, is an open subset of 
Aa. Then there exists a unique lattice L in ‘8 such that L, = L(p) for 
eachp # co. Let Ja , J% be the idele groups of Q, 2X, respectively. Then JO 
may be regarded as a subgroup of JZ in the obvious manner. We observe 
that the group Js acts transitively on the set of maximal orders of 2L by 
means of conjugation: If 01 is an element of JX and B is a maximal order, 
then CUSZ& is defined to be &a-l n 2I. Let ‘%(J?) denote the group of all 
01 E J% such that c&01-~ = 0. Put U(a) = I&+ U(J2,) x 21mx. We 
clearly have g(o) n ‘31x = ‘%(O), U(a) n ax = U(Q). Moreover, from 
our earlier remarks on the groups %(sZ,) we obtain 
LEMMA 1. The quotient group ‘%(.@/JaU(@ is an elementary abelian 
2-group of order 2”. 
For each prime p of Q denote by I I9 its associated normalized valu- 
ation. Then set 
Jd=]Od~JQ/nlr,l,= 11, 
Jd = /W E JYI j ;r I N4l, = 11. 
P 
Put ‘%1(a) = !%(a) n JB1, U@) = U(o) n Jal. Since the infinite prime 
plays no role in defining the action of Ja , the subgroup Jxl itself acts 
transitively on the maximal orders of 9I and Lemma 1 may be paraphrased 
to read: 
PROPOSITION 2. The quotient group !W(fi)/JolU1(l(i) is an elementary 
abelian 2-group of order 2”. 
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By the product formula, Qx C Jol, 91x C J,$. It follows that 
‘W(@ n W = %(s2), U@) n W = U(Q). As usual, we let U, denote 
the group of units in Z, . Then we set Uo = &,+ U, x RX U,l = 
U, n J$. From JO1 = QxUO1 we get Ja1U1(1;2) = QXUl(@: Hence 
92@) n JalU1(f$ = QX(!R(sZ) n U@)) = QXU(@. Thus the natural 
inclusion S(G) C ‘W(fi) induces an embedding 
‘%(Q)/Q” U(G) C W(sZ)/ J,W(f”z) 
from which we conclude 
COROLLARY 1. The quotient %(ln>/QxU(sZ) is an elementary abelian 
2-group of order 2f(“) where!(o) < e. 
COROLLARY 2. Let w(D) denote the order of U(G)). Then [‘$I(@ : Qx] = 
2f(*)-lw(J2), where f(a) is as in Corollary 1. 
Let 3(52) be the group of two-sided ideals of L? and %(52) the subgroup 
of 3(Q) of rational principal ideals, i.e., the ideals of the form Or, r E QX. 
Then the mapping 
~t-+~~n(U, a E W(Q) 
defines a surjective homomorphism of ‘W(~) onto 3(Q). Since the inverse 
image of St(Q) is JalU1@), we have a natural isomorphism 
W(s”i)/Jal Ul(s^i) s D(Q)/!R(ln). (4) 
Combining this with Proposition 2, we see that 3(52)/%(52) is an elementary 
abelian 2-group of order 2”. In fact, it is clear from our preceding discus- 
sion that we may take the set of coset representatives to be 
m -a- 9: j 6, = 0, I>, 
where gpi is the unique two-sided prime ideal of Sz such that iV(Y,) = pi , 
i = l,..., e. Hence the norm mapping on ideals induces an isomorphism 
W: cj(L’)/%(i2) g 17(d), (5) 
where 17(d) is the subgroup of QX/(QX)2 generated by the classes of pl , . . ., pe. 
Let Cp(G) denote the group of principal two-sided ideals of 8. Restricting 
the isomorphism (4) to %(sZ)/QXU(sZ), we obtain 
W-4/Q” u(Q) z rPG-WWQ) (6) 
Applying Corollary 1, we see that ‘$J(sZ)/%(sZ) is an elementary abelian 
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2-group of order 2 f(n). Furthermore, composing the isomorphism (6) with 
J7, we get 
LEMMA 2. An element 01 E ‘W normalizes the maximal order Sz if and 
only if 01 is a rational multiple of an element p E Sz such that N(p) 1 d. 
We know that every integral element of % is contained in at least one 
maximal order of 2l. It follows from Lemma 2 that (11 E ‘3Xx normalizes 
some maximal order of ‘% if and only if LY is a rational multiple of an 
integral element p for which N(p) I d. Assume that p is not rational and 
put KU = Q(p). Write N(p) = m, a positive integer dividing d. Then p 
is a root of an irreducible quadratic polynomial X2 + /X + m, with 
8 E Z. Since KU splits 9I and !2I is definite, we know that p must be imaginary 
i.e., e2 - 4m -K 0. Moreover, ,U has to satisfy the condition that K,, @a Q, 
be a field for every prime p dividing d. This means that X2 + 8X + m must 
remain irreducible over Q, for every p dividing d. Conversely, suppose 
X2 + 8X + m is irreducible over Q, for everyp dividing d and d2 - 4m < 0. 
Then the Brauer-Hasse-Noether Theorem insures the existence of an 
element ~1 E %X whose minimal polynomial is X2 + 8X + m. By Hensel’s 
Lemma, if p 1 m then p 18’. Since m is square-free, this means that m ) 8. 
Put 8 = mb, b E Z. Then m2b2 - 4m < 0, which is to say / b I < 2/dE. 
Therefore, if m < 4, the only possibilities for /are 0, &m. If m > 4, the 
only possibility is 8 = 0. 
It will be convenient to introduce the following notation: Let (II be an 
element of 9l, x a complex number which is algebraic over Q. Then 01 N x 
will mean that 01 and x have the same minimal polynomial over Q. 
We summarize the preceding discussion in 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose p E ‘W is integral, m = N(p) divides d, 
p f 51. 
(a) Ifm=l,then~fl’flor~~(fl+~/--3)/2. 
(b) Ifm=2,then~Nfl+~/-1or~N6% 
(c) If m = 3, then TV N d-3 or p N (&3 + d--3)/2. 
(d) Ifm > 3, then ,LJ N 6% 
5. STABILIZWS OF NORMAL IDEALS 
We first introduce some more notation. 
(i) If 0 is a group, let d(0) denote the subgroup of 0 x 0 consisting 
of diagonal elements. 
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(ii) Let 9I be a quaternion algebra over a field K. Suppose 
g E (‘ux x 91x)/d(Kx) and OL, p E %X. Then g EE (LY, 6) will mean that 
(LX, j3) represents the coset g. 
(iii) Let N be the norm form of ‘9I as in (ii). We set d&Xx) = 
(N x N)-l d(KX) = {(a, p) E ‘i!lx x W / N(a) = ZQ)}. If 9, fi are sub- 
groups of 21x, then dN(fj x 52) will denote the group d&Xx) n (fi x 53). 
Suppose as before that ‘?I is a definite quaternion algebra over Q. We 
have a homomorphism $: ‘?IX x 2lX -+ GL(9I) defined by #(a, fi)c = 
a&F1 for 5 E 2I, 01, /3 E (ux. Then ker($) = d(Qx), so $ induces a natural 
embedding 
(‘Xx x 91x)/d(QX) C GL(%). 
We put G = (2IX x ‘%Ix)/A(QX) and regard G as a subgroup of GL(SC). 
In this manner 0+(5X) is identified with d,(%X)/d(QX). The group G acts 
on the set of normal ideals of 2I by 
g(L) = LYLP-1 if gE G, g = (a, B>. 
Two normal ideals are equivalent if and only if they are in the same orbit 
under G. We denote by Gt the stabilizer group of the normal ideal L under 
the action of G. Clearly, O+(L) C GL . On the other hand, if g E GL , 
g = (01, p), then N(oLL~-~) = N(L). Hence N(E) = N(js), i.e., g E O+(L). 
We conclude that GL = O+(L). 
Put G, = (aDx x ‘&X)/d(Q,X), p # co; G, = (aax x ‘&x)/d(Rx). 
Then for each finite primep we have a transitive action of G, on the normal 
ideals of 912,, defined by 
g&A = %LB,1 if g, E G,, g, = (a,, Pd. 
The stabilizer group of the normal ideal L, under this action is denoted 
by GL, . Let S&,, and &&,, be, respectively, the left and right orders of L, . 
If p is nonsplit, then A2[,, = Sa,,, = 52,) the unique maximal order of 9&, . 
LEMMA 3. (a) Zfp is split, then 
(b) Zf p is nonsplit, then 
Proof. Suppose g, E GL, , g, = (a,, fl,). The left and right orders of 
a,L,&l are, respectively, a,sZ,,D,;l and /&!&&‘. It follows that 
641/6/4-s 
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(Ye E W(sZ,,,), BP E %(52,,,). Furthermore, N((II,&$;~) = N(L,) implies 
N(a,&‘) E U, . Ifp is split, this shows 
where the right-hand side may be naturally identified with (U(J~~,,) x 
U(i&,))/d(U,). The reverse inclusion is obvious. If p is nonsplit, then 
g, E GLp iff N(cu$;‘) E U, . Consider the mapping defined by g, I+ 
N(Lu,) mod U,(Q,X)“. This is a surjective homomorphism of CL, onto 
Q,/U,(Q,)” with kernel (U(f2,) x U(sZ,))d(QDX)/d(Q,X), which proves (b). 
Let us write GA = (J% x &)/d(Jo). If g E GA and (Y, /3 E Js , then 
g = (CII, /3) will mean that (01, fi) represents the coset g. Since d(Qx) = 
O(J,) n (2P x 2P), G may be regarded as a subgroup of GA . It is clear 
that the relative topology on G is discrete. The group GA acts transitively 
on the set of normal ideals of 2I by 
g(L) = J/3-1 n 2I if gEGA, g = (a, 8). 
We denote by GE the stabilizer of L under this action of GA . It is obvious 
that the action of GA is compatible with the previously defined action of G 
and the embedding G C GA chosen above. We conclude, in particular, 
that Gt = GE n G. 
Fix a normal ideal M of ‘$I. Lemma 3 shows that GM, is an open compact 
subgroup for each p # co. For each prime p the standard injection iP: 
911,X -+ Ja induces an injection j,: G, -+ GA . Then GA is the restricted 
direct product of the groups G, with respect to the compact open subgroups 
G and jD: G, + GA is the standard injection into the p-th component of 
th2restricted direct product. Furthermore, the action of GA on the normal 
ideals of % is compatible with the previously defined actions of the groups 
G, and the injectionsj,: G, -+ GA . It follows that 
CL= n CL., x Gco 
D#CQ 
for any normal ideal L of ‘%. In particular, CL is an open subgroup of GA . 
We denote the left and right orders of L by &‘, , J2& , resp., and apply 
Lemma 3. This gives 
LEMMA 4. GE is an open subgroup of GA and 
[CL: (U(i&) x U@+))/d(U,)J = 2”. 
We put Go1 = (Jal x Jal)/d(Jal) and regard GA1 as a closed subgroup 
of GA . By the product formula, G C GA l. Since G, plays no role in defining 
the action of GA, the subgroup GA1 itself acts transitively on the normal 
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ideals of a. Let L, Sz, , Sz, be as in Lemma 4. We put G,l = GE n GA1 and 
note that GA1 n (U(lr^l,) x U(a+))/d(Uo) = (U@J x Ur(s”i,>)/d(Uol), 
which is a compact group. Combining this with Lemma 4, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4. Let !C& , Q be, respectively, the left and right orders of 
a normal ideal L of N. Then Gfl is an open compact subgroup of GA1 and 
[CL? (U1(s”i,) x U1(~J)/O(Uol)] = 2”. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let L, Q , Q, be as in Proposition 4. Then GL = 
~,CW-&> x ‘W4N/4Qx). 
Proof. Suppose g E GL, g = (01, Is>. Then g E O+(a) = A&XX)/O(QX) 
and 01 E %(52,), /3 E %(sZ,). It follows that g E d,(%(&) x %(sz,>)/fl(QX). 
On the other hand it is evident from the proof of Lemma 3 that 
~dJW&) x ‘WUMQx) is contained in Gfl and, therefore, in GL = 
GE1 n G. 
Seth =f(Qt>Ji =fGU we = w(J&), w, = w(ln,). Denote the images 
of ?JJ@J%(J&), ‘$(sZ,)/%(~~) under the isomorphism (5) by U,, 1?, , resp. 
Then [ I& n &I = 2fdt for some J& < min(f, ,f,). Corresponding to 
Corollary 2 of Proposition 2 we have 
COROLLARY. 
/ GL 1 = 2fe4-‘wew, . 
6. THE SELBERG TRACE FORMULA 
For the remainder of the discussion we fix a normal ideal A4 of 9I. It si 
clear from Proposition 1 and the discussion in Section 5, that we have a 
disjoint double coset decomposition 
GA1 = 6 Gfilg,G = ; Gg,‘Ga’. 
k=l k=l 
(7) 
Since we are writing the action of GA1 on the left, the double coset Gg,lGal 
in (7) corresponds to the equivalence class of the normal ideal g;‘(M) = 
Mk , k = l,..., H. 
LEMMA 5. The 1ocalIy compact group GA1 is unimodular and the 
homogeneous pace GA1/G is compact. 
Proof. The compactness of GA1/G is a direct consequence of Proposi- 
tion 4 and the finite decomposition (7). Since G is discrete and GA1/G is 
compact, it follows that GA1 is unimodular. 
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Since GA1 acts transitively on the normal ideals L of %, the stabilizers 
Gel must all be conjugate in G&l. Let u be the Haar measure on GA1 such 
that v(Gcl) = 1 for every normal ideal L. As the natural projection 
G,’ + G,l/G is a local homeomorphism, there is a unique left-invariant 
Radon measure on G,l/G which “lifts” to v. For simplicity, we denote this 
measure also by v. Put E(M,) = 1 GM, (, k = l,..., H. Then v(GG1gkG/G) = 
v( g;‘G&g,G/G) = v(G~~/G) = I/E(M,). This gives 
v(GAW = El& . 
The right-hand side of (8) is the usual weight of the genus of maximal 
integral lattices. 
By virtue of Proposition 4 and Lemma 5, we are now in a position to 
apply the Selberg trace formula (cf. 1151). We denote by L2(G~l\GA1/G) 
the set of all complex-valued functions on GAL which are constant on the 
double cosets GalgRG, k = I,..., H. Then LZ(G~l\G~l/G) has a natural 
structure of a complex vector space of dimension H. Let FG be the charac- 
teristic function of Gal. It is easy to see that the convolution operator 
defined by f ++ Fa *J f E &(G,,$\G*i/G), is the identity mapping. Hence 
its trace Tr(Fa) is equal to H, Choose a representative s from each con- 
jugacy class {s} of G and denote by G(s) the centralizer of s in G. As there 
will be no risk of confusion, the left-invariant Radon measure on G,l/G(s) 
which lifts to v by means of the natural projection GA1 + G,‘/G(s) will 
also be denoted by v. Application of the Selberg trace formula (cf. [ 15, 161). 
then gives 
H = Tr(Fa) = 1 f ul,(E> w9, (9 
(8) ‘+‘/GW 
where U,( g> = Fa( gsg-l), g E GA1. 
We remarked above that the groups GE1 are all conjugate in GA1. It 
follows that a representative s makes a non-zero contribution to the trace 
sum (9) iff s E Gzl n G = GL for some normal ideal L. Applying Lemma 2 
and Proposition 5, we obtain the following range of possibilities for s: 
(I) s = (ItI, 11, 
(II) s = (a, 1) or (1, u), where u is a unit of some order of ‘%, u # f 1, 
(III) s E (p, v), where p, v are integral, N(p) = N(v) = m, m 1 d; 
p # il, v f ItI. 
Proposition 3 can be used to determine exactly how many conjugacy 
classes are represented by cases (II) and (III). This information will be 
needed later in order to evaluate the various terms in the trace sum (9). 
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In addition to this, we need to determine the structure of the centralizers 
G(s). This is done in the ensuing elementary discussion. 
DEFINITION. (a) An element a E ‘3 is said to be pure if d E Q but 
a$Q. 
(b) An elements E G is said to be pure if $ 3 (a, /3), where both a and /? 
are pure. 
We note that Definition (b) does not depend on the choice of a and /I. 
The following lemma is obvious. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose a E ‘%, c E Q, c # 1. For there to exist an element 
7 E W such that 7cyrf1 = ca it is necessary and su$icient that a be pure 
andc = -1. 
For a E ‘%X put C(a) = the centralizer of a in 2lX. Ifs E G and s = (a, /3), 
then we clearly have G(s) 3 (C(a) x C@))/O(QX). 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose s E G, s = (a, 8). 
(a) Zf s is not pure, then G(s) = (C(a) x C(/?))/A(Q”). 
(b) [fs is pure, then C(a) = Q(cu)~, C(p) = Q(p)” and 
[G(s): (Q(a)” x Q(ls)“Y4QX)I = 2. 
Proof. Suppose g E G(s), g E (7, 6). Then qq-1 = ca, &!3&-1 = $3 
for some c E Qx. If either a or p is not pure, then c = 1 by Lemma 6. If 
both are pure, then we can find r], , B,, E 21x such that q,,q$ = -a, 
t?,/38,l = -/?. M oreover, it is clear that (7 I qcq-l = -a} = q,Q(a)X, 
(0 1 &30-l = -/3} = O,,Q@)X. Applying Lemma 6, we conclude G(s) = 
(Q(a)” x QG9x)/4Qx> u gdQWX x Q(B)“>/4Qxh where ga = (n y 44. 
7. THE PRINCIPAL TERM 
The principal term in the trace sum (9) is contributed by the two repre- 
sentatives lying in the center of G, s = (fl, 1). According to (8), each of 
them contributes x:=1 l/E(M,), the weight of the genus of maximal 
integral lattices of ‘?I. We now proceed to evaluate this weight directly, 
without appealing to the Minkowski-Siegel formula (cf. Remark 1, this 
section). 
Fix a maximal order Sz of ‘3 and choose a complete set of representatives 
Z 1 1*-e, Z, for the left ideal classes of fz. Denote the right order of Zj by f2, 
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and put wi = w(lRj>, j = l,..., h. We then have the well-known formula 
(cf. C71) 
where 4 is the Euler function. 
We can associate to each left ideal class R of Sz a type class of maximal 
orders, namely, the set of right orders of the ideals in R It is clear that 
any type class of maximal orders arises in this manner. Hence t < h and 
we may assume, without loss of generality, that (12, ,,.., 12,> is a complete 
set of representatives for the type classes of maximal orders of !!I. Let us 
writefi =f(&),j = l,..., t. As 2 ranges over a set of coset representatives 
for 3(&)/!$3(J&), ZJ will range over a complete set of representatives for 
the left ideal classes of Sz whose associated type class contains szi . It 
follows that among the orders Sz, ,..., Qnh there are precisely 2+fj of type 
Qj , ,j = l,..., t. As a consequence we have 
h = i ze-f5. 
j=l 
Proposition 5 shows that the stabilizer GL of a normal ideal L is com- 
pletely determined by the left and right orders of L. We say that L is of 
type (i,j) if its left order is of type sZi and its right order is of type J2j , 
i, j = l,..., t. Equivalent normal ideals must be of the same type. Accord- 
ingly, a normal ideal class 2 is said to be of type (i, j) if each L E 2 is of 
type (i,j). Let l& denote the image of ‘$(.G$)/%(Ln,> under the isomor- 
phism (5). Then 1 ni n I7j [ = 2fii for sorneh$ < min(fi ,h), i, j = I,..., t. 
LEMMA 7. Among the normal ideals Ml ,..., MH there are exactly 
2e-fi-fi+fit of type (i, j). 
Proof. Fix a normal ideal MI, of type (i,j). Multiplying Mk on the right 
by a suitable invertible element, we may assume that Qj is actually the 
right order of iVfk . If we let 2 range over a set of coset representatives for 
.3(J&)/‘R(&), then M&Z will range over a set of 2e normal ideals, each of 
type (i, j). Contained in this set will be complete set of representatives 
for the normal ideal classes of type (i, j). It is clear that the normal ideals 
MJ are uniquely determined by the classes of their norms in QX/(Qx)2. 
From this it follows that MkZ N M,Z’ if and only if the class of 
N(A4J) N(M,Z’)-l is in IJil7j . Since / 17Jj / = 2fz+fjbf5 there must be 
2e-fi-f5+fi5 normal ideal classes represented among the M,Z. 
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PROPOSITION 7. 
$a= 21-e (& c#(d))2. 
Proof. Applying Lemma 7 and the corollary to Proposition 5, we get 
= 2l-” (& 4(d))‘, by (10). 
COROLLARY. The total contribution of s = (&I, 1) to the trace sum is 
2-“((l/12)$(4)2. 
Remark 1. Another way of evaluating cf*, l/E(M,) is by a routine 
computation of the local measures appearing in the Minkowski-Siegel 
formula for the weight of a genus of definite quadratic forms. If, however, 
we view the Siegel-Minkowski formula as a formula for the Tamagawa 
number, then the two different computations show directly that the 
Tamagawa number of O+(V) is 2 when V is a definite quaternary space 
with square discriminant. 
Remark 2. From (11) we see that if h/t is not a power of 2, then& <.fi 
for some i,.j. Hence there exists an element 01 E ‘%(Qj) such that N(a) f 
N(ol’) for any 01’ E m(Q). The latter condition is exactly what we need to 
produce the counterexample promised in Remark 1 of Section 2. Let L be 
a normal ideal having Q as its left order and !& as its right order. Then 
L w La, L-1 N L-1 and L 0 L-l, (LE) 0 L-l are defined, but 8, = 
LL-l - LN.L-~ cannot be true, for in that case we could find /3, y E 2lX 
such that /3sZ, = LEL-l. It would then follow that 8, y E W(Q) and 
N(LcuL-1) = N(a) = N@y), a contradiction. Using formulas (1) and (3), 
we find that t = 2 and h = 3 when d = 37. Hence d = 37 is a counter- 
example. 
8. THE CHEVALLEY-HASSE-NOETHER THEOREM 
In this section we develop the basic results that will be needed to deter- 
mine the supports of the integrands Ys appearing in (9). This will enable 
us to compute the contributions of cases (II) and (III) to the trace sum. 
No proofs will be provided, as the results are well known. The interested 
reader is referred to [8] for details. 
Let k be the quotient field of a complete discrete valuation ring r. Let K 
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be a maximal commutative semisimple subalgebra of M,(k). Then K is 
either a quadratic field extension of k or is isomorphic to k @ k. By an 
order in K or M,(k) we mean, of course, an r-order. If Sz is an order of 
M,(k), then a n K is obviously an order of K. Conversely, given an order 
D of K we can find an order s2 of M,(k) such that 8 = Sz n K; in fact, we 
can choose J2 to be maximal. If Sz is an arbitrary order of M,(k), 
then aJ2a-l n K = Q n K for each a E KX. As a partial converse to 
this, we have the 
THEOREM. Let K be a maximal commutative semisimple subalgebra of 
M,(k), 0 an order of K. Suppose Q, sz’ are maximal orders of n/l,(k) and 
D n K = 9’ n K = D. Then Q = aria-l for some a E KX. 
The preceding theorem, with the additional assumption that D is 
maximal (but for arbitrary central simple algebras), is due to Chevalley, 
Hasse and Noether, 1934. The extension to non-maximal Q in the case of 
M,(k) is due to Eichler ([S], p. 134). The extended version will be needed 
only when d is odd and divisible by a prime p = 3 (mod 4) (see Section 11). 
Let 0 be an order of K and IR an arbitrary maximal order of M,(k). 
Since the maximal orders of M,(k) are all conjugate, we can always find 
CX,, E G&(k) such that D = ~r;%a, n K. 
COROLLARY. Let 0 be an order of K, l2 a maximal order of M,(k). 
Choose 0~~ E GL,(k) such that CU;~J&, n K = 0. Then the set of all 
01 E GL,(k) such that or-%~ n K = 53 is given by !R(Q) ol,,KX. 
Note that the preceding discussion becomes trivial when M,(k) is 
replaced by a quaternion division algebra % over k. In that case ‘% has a 
unique maximal order IR = {LX E % 1 iV(a) E r} and iR n K = &, the 
unique maximal order of the field K. 
We seek next to obtain a global version of the above corollary for 
rational quaternion algebras. Let 2I be a rational quaternion algebra 
(2l does not have to be definite for the present discussion). Let K be a 
quadratic extension of Q which is contained in 2f. Fix a Z-basis (1, w} for 
the ring of integers OK of K. Then each order 0 of K has a Z-basis of 
the form {I, fw>, where f is a positive integer called the conductor of 0. 
We put K, = K go Q, , K, = K & R; Da, = 0 oz Z, . Then K, is 
a maximal commutative semisimple subalgebra of !I&, and 13, is an order 
of K, . Suppose that 0 = Sz n K for a maximal order Sz of 2l. Then 
D, = IR, n Kg = (D& for each p dividing d. Hence the conductor of 0 
must be relatively prime to d. Conversely, our local discussion shows that 
if the conductor of 0 is relatively prime to d, then D = J.2 n K for some 
maximal order Sz of 2f. 
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Let JK denote the idele group of K. We regard JK as a subgroup of 5% 
in the obvious manner and put JX1 = JK n Jal. Let D be an order of K. 
Denote the unit group of D, by U(nc), p # co, and put U(D) = 
I-I ,,+.a Wb> x Kmx, V(O) = U(D) n JK1. Then V(n) n KX =U(B), 
the unit group of 0. If Q is a maximal order of 9I such that Q n K = 0, 
then we clearly have V(D) = U(a) n JK1. 
We recall that any two maximal orders of ?X are conjugate by an element 
of Jsl. Therefore, given a maximal order Sz of ‘u and an order XJ of K with 
conductor relatively prime to d, we can find 01~ E J%’ such that 
a;%$, n K = 0. As an immediate consequence of the corollary to the 
Chevalley-Hasse-Noether Theorem, we have 
F%OP~SITION 8. Let rR be a maximal order of 2l, 0 an order of K with 
conductor relatively prime to d. Choose 01,, E J$ such that ol;%q, n K = D. 
Then the set of all 01 E JsI such that or-l& n K = D is given by W@) +JK1. 
For simplicity, let us denote by (9 I 0) the set of all cy E Jal such that 
CY-%X n K = D. If we fix (Ye E (Sz I D) and put 9’ = a;?&,, , then 
Proposition 8 shows that (G / D) = &%l(J?‘) JK1. On the other hand, 
from Proposition 2 we have a disjoint coset decomposition 
where rifi‘ n 2I = Bi , the two-sided prime ideal of sz’ uniquely deter- 
mined by iV(gi) = pi , i = l,..., e. It follows that 
where this union may not be disjoint, since it is possible that nITi E Ul(f%)J,l 
for some i. The latter possibility occurs if and only if pi ramifies in K. 
Let E denote the number of primes among the pi , i = I,..., e, which 
ramify in K. Absorbing the corresponding ri into V(D) JK1 and relabeling 
the surviving 7~2 ... rri’, we obtain 
(Q I 0) = u ~kJ@‘) Ji2, 
K=l 
(12) 
where this is now a disjoint union. 
9. THE CONTRIBUTION OF s = (u, 1) 
Suppose that s = (u, l), where u is a unit of some order of 9I and 
u $1 f 1. Put K, = Q(U), D, = DKU , J,l = JK” . Let Sz, , $& denote, 
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respectively, the left and right orders of the normal ideal A4 fixed in 
Section 6. Suppose g E GA1, g = (01, /I), and gsg-l E Gal. Then 
s E g-lGQ1g = Gzr, where L = &M/3. Therefore, we have u E a-l&ol n K, , 
According to (a) of Proposition 3, u N v’? or u N (-& 1 + d--3)/2. 
In either case, the Z-span of (1, u} is the ring of integers n, . It follows that 
a%‘,ar n K, = Du, i.e 01 E (Q, I Q). Conversely, if OL E (Q 1 D,), 
then gsg-’ E Gal for g -)(a, /3), where /3 E Ja’ is arbitrary. Therefore, the 
set of all g E GA1 such that gsg-r E Gtil is given by 
(0-h I Q> x JdWKJd>. 
Fix 01~ E (In, 1 D3,) and put .Q’ = a~l~la,, X, = (U1@)Jul x Jal)/d(Jol). 
Let E denote the number of primes dividing d which ramify in Ku (at most 1 
in the present situation). Then (12) shows that the support of Y8 is equal 
to 2”-’ disjoint left translates of X,/G(s). Therefore, we have 
s 
uc,( g) du( jj) = 2”-%(X,/G(s)). (13) 
GA’/G(s) 
Since s is not pure, Proposition 6 gives G(s) = (K,X x ‘W)/d(QX). The 
embedding G C GA1 identifies G(s) with d(Jol)(KuX x 21x)/d(Ja1) = 
d(Uol)(Kux x (ux)/d(J,l). This gives 
u(X,/G(s)) = u((U1@‘)Jul x Jal)/d(U,l)(KuX x 5Xx)). 
Proceeding as in Section 7, we fix a maximal order Q and choose a 
complete set of representatives I1 ,..., Ih for the left ideal classes of Q. 
Denote the right order of Ii by Qj and put wi = w(J&), j = I,..., h. Take 
y1 ,..., yh E Jal such that fj = Fiji , j = l,..., h. Then we have a double 
coset decomposition 
Jal = b U’(s”i) yiW = b yjUyLjj) ,@. (14) 
j=l j=l 
Note that Jul = V(D,) Kux, as Ku has class number equal to 1 in both 
possible cases. Using this and (14), we get 
u(X,/G(s)) = i u((U@‘) Kux x U1(.@) 2P)/d(U,1)(Kux x 91x)) 
j-1 
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since U1(Q) n K uX = U(E)>,). Putting w, = 1 U(D,)I and applying 
Proposition 4, we obtain 
It follows from (10) that 
Using (13), we conclude 
PROPOSITION 9. The contribution of s = (u, 1) to the trace sum is 
2-‘/wuC( 1 /I 2) W)). 
By symmetry, the contribution of s = (1, u) is the same as that of 
s sz (u, 1). 
10. THE CONTRIBUTION OF s = (p, v> 
Now take s = (p, v), where CL, v are integral, N(p) = N(v) = m, m 1 d; 
p f f 1, v # f 1. Put Ku = Q(p), Kv = Q(v); Q, = Gp, Q = Q,; 
J,l = J& , J,1 = J& . Suppose g E GA1, g E (01, /3), and gsg-l E Gal. 
Reasoning exactly as in Section 9, we deduce that (Y F (Sz, / SJ’), 
B E (Q, I w, where D’, D” are orders of K,, , K, , resp., with the proper- 
ties 
(i) p 6 D’, v E De, 
(ii) The conductors of D’, DO” are relatively prime to d. 
Conversely, if D’, 0” are orders satisfying (i) and (ii) then gsg-l E Gal for 
any g E GA1 such that g = (01, /3) with 01 E (Q, / D’), /I E (Q, I D”). For 
simplicity, put (a’, 0”) = ((J& I D’) x (Sz, / D”))/d(JQ1). Then we have 
.c yyl,(iF) Nit) =C 4@‘, D”)IG(s)), (1% 
GA~/G(s) D,D” 
where D’, D’ range over all the orders of K, , K,, , resp., satisfying (i) and 
(ii). Proposition 3 shows that the conductors of D’, DO” are either 1 or 2. 
Hence there are at most two possibilities for each order and at most four 
possibilities for the pair D, D”. Furthermore, if d is even we must have 
D’ = D*, D” = D, . We now proceed to evaluate v((O’, D”))/G(s)) for 
each pair D’, D”. 
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Fix OL,, E (Q, I D’), &E <sZ, I 0”) and put Q’ = ~$sZ,cq,, 8” = 
j3;1in,j?o, X, = (U@‘) J,’ x U@“) J,l)/d(Jal). Let C(P), C(V) denote the 
number of primes dividing d which ramify in K,, , K, , resp. From (12) 
we have 
v((D’, D”)/G(s)) = 22e-+)-F(Y4@‘,/G(s)). 
By Proposition 6, it suffices to evaluate 
4JWLx x Kx)/4QxN 
= v((P@‘)J,,~ x U1@“)Jyl)/A(Ua’)(K~” x KVx)). 
Put 
(16) 
w’ = 1 U(D’)(, W” = 1 U(D”)(; h’ = [J,l: U’(B’)K,X], h” = [Jyl: uI(V)K,X]. 
Then we have coset decompositions 
J,’ = ij Ul(6’) xpKux, JV1 = i; Ul(B”) yOKyX. (17) 
04 0=1 
Put QQ’ = x;‘s^i,x, , p = I,..., h’; s”iV = ~;‘Q”Y~, cr = I,..., h”. We note 
that U@$,‘) n K,, x = U(D), Ul(fiL) n KVx = U(W). Imitating the proof 
of Proposition 9 by letting (17) play the role of (14), we obtain 
I I 
We then apply (1 S), (16) and Proposition 6. This gives 
PROFQSITION 10. The contribution ofs s (p, v) to the trace sum is equal 
to 
(a) p-dukrb, c h’h” D,,D” ix7 ifs is pure. 
(b) 2e-c(u)-E(v)+1 DGS $$ ifs is not pure, 
where 0, 0” range over all the orders of K, , K, , resp., which satisfy 
properties (i) and (ii). 
Denote the class numbers of K, , K, by h(p), h(v), respectively, and put 
wu = I wL)l, W” = I wu. 
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COROLLARY. If d is even, the contribution of s = (p, u) to the trace sum 
is equal to 
(b) 2e-du,-&I+1 h(;);(u) ifs is not pure. 
II Y 
11. EVALUATION OF THE TRACE SUM 
In this concluding section we account for the various terms appearing 
in formula (2) by explicitly evaluating all the contributions to the trace 
sum (9). In order to do this, we must determine all the conjugacy classes of 
G which are represented by cases (I), (II), (III). For this purpose it will be 
convenient to slightly extend our previous notation {s} for a conjugacy 
class of G. If x, y are complex numbers which are algebraic over Q, then 
{(x, y)} will denote the set of all s E G such that s = (OL, /3) with 01 N x, 
p c1 y. It is clear that {(x, JJ)} is either the empty set or a conjugacy class 
of G. 
For case (I) we have only two conjugacy classes, {( 1, 1)) and (( - 1, 1)). 
Their combined contribution, according to the corollary to Proposition 7, 
is 
Put c = (- 1 + d--3)/2. Then (a) of Proposition 3 shows that the only 
possible conjugacy classes for case (II) are {(a, l)}, ((1, 1/q)}, ((5, I)}, 
((-5, l)}, ((1, C)}, ((1, -C)}. Put E(Z/~) = 0, 1 according as 2-7 d, 
2 ( d. Similarly, put ~(5) = 0, 1 according as 3 r d, 3 1 d. By Proposition 9, 
the contribution of {(d/--1, 1)) and {( 1, d-1)) is 
2 * T 6(6ij (A $(d)) = 2-” (; I-J (1 - (+),)(; 4(d)). (19) 
Similarly, the contribution of ((5, l)}, {( -5, l)), ((1, c)}, ((1, -5)) is 
4 .y +‘/--3) (A 4(d)) = 2-” (5 5 (1 - (3)))(& 40). (20) 
Now suppose we are in case (III) with m = 1. The only possible conju- 
gacy classes are {(d--l, Gil>, {(d--1,5)), {(Ld-)X ((5, 01, R- LO>. 
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Furthermore, we must have D,’ = D, , D” = Q . Then, by (a) of Propo- 
sition 10, {(a, G)} contributes 
‘““;k”“’ 6(2/T) = 2-e (; n (1 _ (f)))“. (21) 
Pld 




= 2-e (; I-& (1 - (?))(l - (yq)). 
Similarly, ((5, 5)) and ((-5, 5)) contribute 
2-e (f rJ (1 - ($)))“. 
(22) 
Adding (IS)-(23) and applying (I), we obtain the term 2-Vz2 in formula 
(2). 
We now assume m > 2. The well-known ramification theory of quadratic 
number fields gives 
c(p) = c(v) = h(m) if m = 2, 3 (mod 4), 
= X(m) if m = 1 (mod 4), 2 7 d, 
=X(m)+lifm=l(mod4),2~d, 
where X(m) denotes the number of primes dividing m. 
Let us first consider the simpler case where d is even. 
(a) Suppose m = 2. Then (b) of Proposition 3 shows that the only 
possible conjugacy classes are {(G, xGZ)>, ((d-2, I + 2/--T 
((1 +-,v-Ml +a,1 +Gi)},((-l +G,1 +Ci)} 
By (a) of the corollary to Proposition 10, ((2/?, 2/T)} contributes 
2’-‘&1/P=Z). By (b) of the same corollary, {(a, 1 + m)> and 
((1 + z/rri, vq> contribute 2e-3a(6i) S(G) while ((1 + G, - 
1 + G)) and ((-1 + a, 1 + 1/z)} contribute 2+48(1/-l). 
Hence the total contribution for m = 2 is 
2e-4(S(a) + S(d-T!))2 = 2-"A,2. 
(b) Suppose m = 3. The only conjugacy classes permitted by (c) of - 
Proposition 3 are ((d-3, dT)>, ((vC7, [G)}, (((63, G)}, 
((<G, cfl)>, {(--[G, {fl)}. The first of these contributes 
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(2e-4/9) s(G). Each of the remaining four contributes (2+3/g) s(d-3). 
Hence the total contribution for m = 3 is 
2”-4S(d--3) = 2-e&2. 
(c) Suppose m > 3. From (d) of Proposition 3 we see that {(d-m, 
1/G)} is the only possible conjugacy class. Noting that h(p) = h(v) = 
h(z/-m), w, = w, = 2, and applying (24), we obtain the contribution 
We now consider the case where d is odd. Suppose 0’ # 0, . Then we 









[Ul(&): V@‘)] = 3 if m = 3 (mod 8), 
= 1 ifm = 7 (mod8). (26) 
We have analogous relations when D” # 0, . For the remainder of the 
discussion, D’, 0” will be used only to denote the aforementioned non- 
maximal orders of KU, K, resp. 
(a) Suppose m = 3. From (25) and (26) we have h’jw’ = V/w” = l/2. 
(i) If p 11 d--3, v N m, then all four possibilities for the orders 
of K,, , K occur: (D’, a”), (0, , XI”), (D’, D,), (D, , 0,). By (a) of Propo- 
sition IO, their total contribution is (28/g) 6(v’\/--3). 
(ii) If p N 5 d-3, v N d\/--3, then only (D,, , D”) and (XI,, Q) can 
occur. 
By (b) of Proposition 10, their combined contribution is (2e-l/9) 6(a). 
(iii) By symmetry, {(a, <1/T)} also contributes (2+-l/9) @I/-). 
(iv) If LC N LIZC d--3, v ‘v 5 1/-, then only (Do, , Q,) is possible 
and ((5 2/x, 5 4x)}, {( -5 ~‘2, 5 ~/\/--3)} each contribute (2+3/9) 
S(d3). 
Therefore, the contribution for m = 3 is 
2’-%(2/--3) = 2-“/t,“. 
(b) Suppose m > 3. Then we have p ‘II v’=, v 'v d-m; h(p) = 
h(v) = h(d\/--m), w, = w, = 2. 
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(i) If m E 3 (mod S), then h’/w’ = h”/w” = (3/2) h(G). All four 
pairs of orders occur and their total contribution is 
2e-W+‘)~(,//--m) 4,,‘7$2 = ‘J-642. 
(ii) If m = 7 (mod 8), then h’/w’ = V/w” = h(d---m)/2. All four 
pairs of orders occur and their total contribution is 
(iii) If m = 1 (mod 4), then only (0, , Do,) is possible and its con- 
tribution is 
-_ - 
2”-2(A(m)+1)&1/-m) /(l/-m)2 = 2-e&2. 
TABLE I TABLE II 
The Case e = 1 The Case e = 3 
d h I H d h H 
2 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 
7 1 1 1 
11 2 2 4 
13 1 1 1 
17 2 2 4 
19 2 2 4 
23 3 3 9 
29 3 3 9 
31 3 3 9 
37 3 2 5 
41 4 4 16 
43 4 3 IO 
47 5 5 25 
53 5 4 17 
59 6 6 36 
61 5 4 17 
67 6 4 20 
71 7 7 49 
73 6 4 20 
79 7 6 37 
83 8 7 50 
89 8 7 50 
97 8 5 34 
101 9 8 65 
30 2 2 
42 2 2 
66 4 6 
70 2 2 
78 2 2 
102 4 6 
105 4 8 
110 6 10 
114 4 6 
130 4 6 
138 6 12 
154 6 12 
165 8 24 
170 8 16 
174 6 10 
182 6 10 
186 6 10 
190 6 10 
195 8 20 
222 6 10 
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